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When Jacob van Loo turned his brush to the human figure, his subject was usually the female nude. He was known for orienting these nudes on a vertical canvas and enveloping them in soft light that allowed shadows to dance across the exquisitely rendered fabrics barely covering their luminous skin. He nuanced their gestures and facial expressions so much that one could easily imagine their thoughts and personalities. With a similar sensitivity to his subject’s psychological character, Van Loo has here captured the intense concentration of a young man reading.

The youth, who sits on a chest or bench while leaning on a foot warmer (fig 1), grips a thin book or manuscript, the spine of which he has fully inverted, as he carefully studies its text. The room is entirely brown, with its floor-to-ceiling wood panels, doors, and floor, making it difficult to interpret either spatially or functionally. It may be a transitional space between the inside and outside, such as a mudroom or entrance hall to a home. Hanging on the wall are two musical instruments, probably a violin and a viola, that are partially covered by clothes, suggesting that the young man may be waiting for a music lesson, and the text he is studying is a musical score.

Music was a passion of the privileged elite, and the young man’s fashionable clothing, indeed, identifies him as part of the upper class. Typically, however, artists focused on musical ensembles already engaged in the act, rather than on a musician preparing for a lesson. Such scenes, including one depicted by Van Loo in the mid-1660s (fig 2), offered the opportunity to show amorous interactions between men and women given that the playing of music metaphorically referred to the unison of lovers’ hearts. Although Van Loo’s decision to picture the boy studying is, thus, unusual, it was likely inspired by two of his previous works related to the composition: Man Holding a Woman on His Knees, which is signed and dated 1650, and Scholar in His Study from the early 1650s (fig 3). In the former work, a man and woman carouse in a wood-paneled room highly reminiscent of the space in Young Man Reading. In the latter work, a young scholar in a nearly identical pose to Leiden Collection young man sits in a room cluttered with papers, books, scientific instruments, and other curiosities, keeping with traditional representations of scholars and academics.

Despite the similarity of these works—especially the figure of the youth, whom Van Loo appears to have plucked from one composition for the other—each of the three scenes has a very different energy. The amorousness of the
couple in *Man Holding a Woman on His Knees* and disorder of the scholar’s room in *Scholar in His Study* endow the paintings with a dynamic energy that is entirely unlike the sense of quietude and contemplation that pervades *Young Man Reading*. That Van Loo executed the Leiden Collection work after the other paintings is confirmed by technical analysis. Infrared reflectography shows that the young man’s proper right foot was originally smaller and located slightly higher than that of the youth in *Scholar in His Study*. Van Loo, perhaps utilizing a now-lost preliminary drawing, revised the boy’s position when making this work (see technical notes).[5]

The tranquil isolation of the figure in *Young Man Reading* is also unusual in its focus on a young man reading by himself. Occasionally in Dutch art one finds depictions of young boys reading books in the presence of a mentor or instructor (fig 4), but these are few in number.[6] Generally, individuals reading books (as opposed to letters) are elderly women,[7] scholars in their studies,[8] or saints, such as Paul or Jerome.[9] Van Loo’s painting thus occupies a special place in genre imagery of reading. Showing neither scholar, nor saint, nor student, it is a representation of the joy and pleasure of reading, and its ability to captivate and engross the mind.

- Alexandra Libby, 2017; revised in 2018
Endnotes


3. His brass-buttoned jacket, knee-length pants with piping around the openings, and tall white knee socks reflect a French-inspired style popular in the late 1640s and 1650s. It was also in vogue at that time to button only the upper part of the jacket so as to reveal the white shirt underneath. The style of the hat resting beside the young man, with its tall, cylindrical shape, is characteristic of the 1650s. See, J.H. Der Kinderen-Besier, *Spelevaart der Mode: De Kledij onzer voorouders in de zeventiende eeuw* (Amsterdam, 1950), 135, 137.

4. *Scholar in His Study* was previously attributed (with question) to the artist Mattheus von Helmont by Herbert Brunner and Lorenz Zeelig in *Coburg Schloss Ehrenburg* (Munich, 1990), 53–54, repro. However, David Mandrella has convincingly given the painting to Van Loo in his catalogue raisonné. See David Mandrella, *Jacob van Loo, 1614–1670* (Paris, 2011), 138, no. P.28; on *Man Holding a Woman on His Knees*, see 136, no. P.24. Mandrella’s entry on Leiden Collection painting says that the painting dates to the early 1660s (138–9, no. P.29). However, correspondence with the author confirms that this date is a typo and ought to have read early 1650s, as it does in the author’s essay on the artist (78).

5. The boy may depict an individual also depicted by Van Loo’s brother-in-law, the portraitist Martinus Lengele (d. 1668). See Martinus Lengele, *Portrait of a Young Man Wearing Armor*, oil on canvas, 70 x 55.4 cm, Gemeentemuseum Den Haag, The Hague, inv. no. 301.
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Technical Summary

The support is a rectangular composite panel comprised of two radially cut, vertically grained Baltic oak planks of different widths. The vertical panel join is located to the right of center and passes through the figure’s proper left thigh. The planks derive from the same tree with an earliest fell date of 1627, and the painting may be given a plausible creation date from 1635 on.¹ The panel has been thinned and cradled and oak blocks have been inserted between the upper and lower ends of the vertical cradle members to reinforce the support. There are two paper labels and two handwritten inscriptions, but no wax seals, import stamps, stencils, machine toolmarks or panel maker’s marks.

A creamy white ground has been thinly and evenly applied. The paint has been applied thinly and smoothly along the majority of the painting and with more refined, opaque, slightly raised brushwork along the highlights of the flesh tones, the white of the shirt, stockings, and decorative details of the hat of the seated figure, and along the edge of the book being read. The figure’s garment folds have been created using varying paint translucency, and the highlights of the jacket and trousers have been created by allowing the light-colored ground to show through the thin brown wash, which contrasts with the darker opaque areas of browns and grays.

The painting is signed in highlight and shadow in light and dark paint along the lower left corner, but is undated.

Infrared images captured at 900–1700 nanometers detected underdrawing along the figure’s chin and hands. Dark lines along the upper contour of the drapery at the far left and short lines around it appear to be above the paint, not underdrawn. Underpainting appears as a very loosely painted dark shape where the door is presently located, possibly suggesting a fabric previously hung to the right of the door. A pentimento along the boy’s proper right foot indicates it was originally smaller and located slightly higher.

The painting has not undergone conservation treatment since its acquisition in 2007 and remains in good condition.²

Technical Summary Endnotes

1. The characterization of the wood is based on Peter Klein’s 2011 dendrochronology report and an unsigned and undated (possibly August 2011) examination report prepared by the Paintings Conservation Department, J. Paul Getty Museum.

2. Entry based on an examination report prepared by Yvonne Szafran, head of paintings conservation, J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 2011, and additional information provided by e-mail by Devi Ormond, associate paintings conservator, J. Paul Getty Museum.
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